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The “cocktail-party” problem, a
traditional audio signal processing
problem, is to recognize or isolate
what is being said by an individual
speaker in a mixture of speech
from various speakers with noisy
background. To achieve better
human-human or human-machine
communication, such speech
separation tasks attracts people’s
attention.

In this project, we presents three
methods to deal with speech-
speech separation in multi-channel
and in monaural, and speech
denoising in monaural conditions,
respectively.

Introduction

In Table. 2, the leftmost column indicates the number of
channels which are built by adding two scaled time signals of
independent speech. Mi and Fi (i=1, 2) represents different male
and female speaker. The evaluation criterion is sources to
artifacts ratio (SAR).

While for the ISA model, we try to build corresponding algorithm
as indicated by M. A. Casey and A. Westner [2]. However, our
algorithms didn’t achieve good separation results for lacking of
effective clustering methods. So we use the experiment results
presented by Virtanen [3] to give an overview of this method. His
pitched instrument and drum sound separation tasks achieve
about 3.6 dB overall signal to noise ratio.

For speech denoising by DRNN, We applied this method to 3
examples. The evaluation results, indicated by SDR, SIR and
SAR, are shown in Table 3. The outcomes have achieved same
speech separation result level comparing with the state of the art
neural network techniques.

Datasets

Multi-channel: 
ICA (Independent Component Analysis)
• Solving the equation
• FastICA

Centering, whitening, iteration to maximize the contrast
function

J is the negentropy function used to measure the
Gaussianity of signals, G is some non-quadratic function,
E denotes the expected value.

Monaural: 
ISA (Independent Subspace Analysis)

• Analysis in the time-frequency plain
• Decomposing the spectrogram into blocks to
deal with non-stationary sound sources
• Building low dimensional subspaces by
Singular Value Decomposition
• Performing ICA algorithm
• Reconstructing the separated signals
combined with phase information

Methods 

We first introduce two traditional methods, ICA and ISA for
multi-channel and monaural condition speech separation,
respectively. The ICA model shows significant clear separation
results. Meanwhile, the number of input mixing, that is the number
of channel in some degree, won’t influence the separation results
clearly. And the differences in the timbre of speech won’t affect the
separation results as well. For ISA model, we introduce the basic
theory and give a brief view on the pitched instruments and drum
separation performance.

The speech denoising tasks by applying DRNN achieve quite
good results. But this method requires many training data to train
to extract the features ahead of time. This is not effective
compared to other methods.

Conclusions
The noisy speech corpus

NOIZEUS [1] contains 30 IEEE
sentences (produced by three male
and three female speakers)
corrupted by eight different real-
world noises at different SNRs. The
noise was taken from
the AURORA database and
includes suburban train noise,
babble, car, exhibition hall,
restaurant, street, airport and
trainstation noise. A noise segment
are appropriately scaled to reach
the desired SNR level and finally
added to the filtered clean speech
signal.

Evaluation

Table 1. Part of  dataset list.

Figure 1. Applying ICA on mixing time signals

Figure 2. Demonstration of  non-stationary ISA on 

Table 2. Results of  performing ICA
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